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Laser  Mode-Locking with Saturable Absorbers 
Abstract-In this  paper  we  describe a  mode-locked laser in terms 
of traveling pulses of light. We show  that  the  energy  absorbed by 
a saturable  absorber  is a minimum if the  pulselength  is a minimum, 
and  that two pulses  are essentially as favorable as one if they  meet 
at  the position of the  dye cell. Under  steady-state pulsing  conditions, 
however, we  show  that  the  pulses will have a width which depends 
on their energy. We find that  for  parameters appropriate to  present 
Nd: glass  experiments,  the expected length is about IO-" seconds, 
in  agreement with  observations.  Finally, we demonstrate  the  rather 
surprising  result  that a linearly  dispersive medium  does not broaden 
the mode-locked laser  pulses  to first order. 
INTRODUCTION 
HE GENERATION of ultrashort optical pulses 
by means of mode-locking in multimode lasers is a 
problem of considerable current  interest. In the 
first  experimental  demonstration of this phenomenon, ['I 
the mode-locking  was obtained by means of loss modula- 
tion applied at  a frequency equal to  that of the longitudinal 
mode spacing c/2L, where L is the length of the optical 
cavity.  Theoretical  analyses of this e f f e ~ t ' ~ ] - [ ~ '  show that 
the  duration of the pulses emitted  by mode-locked lasers is 
not limited by the decay time constant of the optical 
resonator. The pulses are due, instead, to interference 
between the oscillating laser modes,  which causes the 
pulse duration to have a value of -Av-', where Av is 
the  natural linewidth of the amplifying transition. 
More  recently, it  has been  shown e~perimentally[~'-[~'  
that mode-locking may result from the mere insertion 
of a saturable absorber within the optical resonator of 
&-switched lasers. In the latter reference, mode-locked 
pulses were obtained at  1.06 p from  glass:  Nd3' with 
100 8 bandwidth so that  the theoretical nlinimuln pulse- 
width is 3.7 x seconds. More recent experiments 
show that the pulsewidth  is ten times the minimum 
width'71 ' [ * '  and increases as the energy of the pulse 
increases. I s '  
In this  paper we present  a  theoretical discussion of the 
characteristics of lasers mode-locked by means of a 
saturable absorber located at' an arbitrary point, inside 
the optical resonator. h rigorous theoretical solution for 
the mode-locked glass: Nd3+ laser would involve an exact 
calculation for the behavior of thousands of modes. Since 
t.his is not feasible, we  use approximate  methods to  study 
certain aspects of the problem. The cavity modes are 
expressed as traveling pulses of light rather  than  as 
standing waves, as  in previous analyses. We then examine 
the behavior of the saturable absorber when it is sub- 
jected to a light pulse of given energy and width. This 
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analysis allows us to discuss a  laser whose output consists 
of pulses which are longer than  the theoretical  minimum 
pulsewidth. 
We shall demonst'rate that  the energy  absorbed by the 
saturable absorber from a traveling light pulse of fixed 
energy is a minimum if the pulselength is a minimum. 
As long as  the laser oscillates in such  a way as  to minimize 
the losses in the absorber, its output will consist of a 
family of light pulses of length c / A v  separated by 2L, 
and the laser will be fully mode-locked. In  this type of 
oscillation, a single pulse travels back and forth inside 
the resonator. 
We shall  further show that when t'he absorber is placed 
a  distance d from the end of the optical  resonator, a type 
of oscillation in which two traveling pulses are present 
at any one time inside the cavity is almost as favorable 
as  that of the single pulse described above. In this case, 
the two pulses meet at  the absorber, so that  the  output 
consists of a biperiodic pulse train  with pulses separated 
by  a  distance 2d. 
Experiment,s have shown that a  steady-state condition 
is reached in which successive pulses in the laser output 
have roughly the same energy and width. In  this case, 
the pulsewidths are much larger than t'he minimum 
theoretical pulsewidth and  appear to increase as  the energy 
increases. We show theoretically that t'he requirenxnts 
of steady-state pulse generation result in a pulselength 
which  depends on the pulse energy. We find that for values 
of parameters corresponding to present experiments, the 
pulselength should increase somewhat as  the energy 
increases and is the order of magnitude of lo-'' seconds. 
We also demonstrate the rather surprising result that 
dispersion does not broaden the  ultrashort pulses to  first 
order. 
DESCRIPTION OF LASER MODES 
Let us show that the radiat.ion distribution inside a 
mode-locked laser  cavity consists of a light pulse of width 
L/n bouncing back and forth between the reflectors at  
the velocity of light. Consider a  TEM-like  optical  resonator 
of length L supporting  optical modes of the  type 
r- 1 
Ea(x, t )  = E,  sin ( n 2  + a) sin [(w,, + aw)l  + &I. (1) 1 
Since wo = m.rrc/L and ~ r )  = m/L ,  trigonometric manipula- 
tion allows us to write the standing waves in the form 
of traveling waves. Summing over all n modes yields: 
1 n/2 
a=-n/Z 1 
- cos r (m  + a) 2 (x + et)  + qL . (2) 
L I) 
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We have n II (L /c )Av ,  where Av is the amplification 
bandwidth of the laser. 
When a laser is mode-locked, all phases 9, are equal. 
This  has  been shown  previously in  the case of externally 
modulated  laser^[^^-[^^ and in the case of a distributed 
nonlinear gainC4'. It will be shown  below that a saturable 
absorber also has this property. If the phases +a are all 
constant (or vary by an amount which is proportional 
to a), they  may be taken  as zero by  a shift of the  time 
reference. In that case, the field inside a mode-locked 
laser may be written as: 
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to make the calculation tractable. In  this case we can 
treat  the absorption of the  dye using rate equations. 
It has been  shown that  the  Kodak 9740 dye used as a 
saturable absorber with  Nd lasers can be described with 
the aid of a simple  two-level  model with  an effective  life- 
time of the  upper  state of 2 x lo-" seconds.["] We as- 
sume that  the  dye fully recovers in  a  transit  time of the 
laser  pulse. This will  be true  as long as the dyes used are 
not affected by longer-lived states. Slow recovery has 
not been  observed in the  Kodak dye.["' 
We write rate equations for the energy levels of the 
dye  and the intensity of the light pulse. Taking the 
population densities of the upper  and lower states  as N z  
and N,, respectively, and letting I represent the energy 
flux of the pulse, we can  write 
- -  d N 1  - R(N2 - N,) + SN,;  N, = N ,  + N 2  (4) 
dt 
and 
By extending the values of x outside the boundaries 
0 5 x 5 L of the optical resonator, the radiation dis- 
tribution is  seen to consist of a family of pulses of width 
(in space) NLln spaced by 2L which are traveling to 
the right at t'he velocity of light. A second such family 
is traveling to  the left. Inside the optical resonator, the 
effect  is that of a single  pulse of width L/n = c / A v  bounc- 
ing back  and  forth  between the reflectors at  the velocity 
of light c. 
An exact description of mode-locking by  means of 
saturable absorbers would necessitate calculation of the 
effect of the dye on the phase  and  amplitude of each  mode. 
In  the presence of only a few modes, the character of the 
output radiation'" and  the absorption properties of the 
dye'"' for each mode have been calculated. Neither of 
these methods is  easily applicable to determining the 
characteristics of the  output radiation when many modes 
couple to form short pulses of light. For this reason, 
we propose to approximate the radiation of a mode-locked 
system  by pulses of light and  to  study  their behavior in 
space and time rather  than calculate the amplitude and 
phase of individual modes. We will  consider the  radiation 
distribution inside the optical resonator as a pulse of 
energy E and  width L, bouncing  back and  forth. If 
L, = L/n, then all phases +a are equal and the cavity 
is fully mode-locked. The analysis ignores the issue of 
how the pulses are formed. It assumes that they exist 
and, furthermore, that their  width L, is small compared 
to  the resonator length L. We then proceed to find the 
conditions leading to minimum absorption. 
EFFECT OF ABSORBER 
We  will  show that  the energy  absorbed  by the  saturable 
absorber from a pulse of light is a minimum consistent 
with the amplification bandwidth. This has the effect 
of locking all phases 9, together, the condition which 
gives a minimum pulsewidth for the radiation distribu- 
tion [eq. (2)] .  Our formulation will  consider the behavior 
of the  dye  in space and  time  and assume that it behaves 
in  the same  manner for all the frequencies (modes) within 
the effective bandwidth. This assumption is necessary 
(L) = -R(N, - N2) dx h 
where S is the spontaneous emission rate, R is the  rate 
of stimulated emission, and N ,  is the total density of 
dye molecules. 
If at t = 0, N ,  = N,, (4) and (5 )  can  be solved to give 
the light intensity  absorbed per unit  length  as  a function 
of time: 
Since R is proportional to  the field intensity, R, in general, 
is a function of x, distance through  the  dye cell, and of 
time. 
In  order to simplify calculations, we will assume that 
the light intensity is a constant for a time T = L,/c 
and zero for all other times. The light pulse consists of 
E photons/cm2 evenly spread out over the time T .  We 
shall further assume that  the light intensity is not  greatly 
depleted as  a function of distance through  the  dye cell. 
This is true for sufficiently small total absorption and 
holds rather well for the experimental absorptions of 
about 30 percent unsaturated loss per pass. These as- 
sumptions allow a simple integration of (6) with respect 
to x and t. The  total number of photons/cm2 E, absorbed 
by  a  dye cell of thickness L, in  a single traversal of the 
light pulse  is then 
We have made use here of the fact that RT = u,E, 
where ua is the absorption cross section per dye molecule. 
The absorption of the  dye is a  monotonically decreasing 
function of the pulselength. This  can be  seen by observ- 
ing that there is no positive value of T which satisfies 
3E,/dT = 0. It can  be shown that  the dependence of Ea 
on pulselength always comes in through the quantity 
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2u,E + ST. Thus  the absorption of the  dye ceases to be  a 
strong function of pulselength if XT << 2u,E; that is, 
if the  rate of spontaneous emission is much less than  the 
rate of stimulated emission. The absorption of a pulse 
lasting the order of the upper state lifetime is not much 
different from the absorption of pulses of the same energy 
which are much shorter. This suggests that dyes with 
much  shorter lifetimes may  be necessary to produce 
We have shown that  the loss in a saturable absorber 
is a minimum if the pulselength is a minimum.  However, 
if the pulse becomes so short that it contains spectral 
conlponents  which lie outside Dhe amplification bandwidth 
of the laser rod, these components will not grow. Thus 
the action of the  saturable absorber will tend  to stabilize 
at a pulselength about c/Av,  where Av is the laser line- 
width. We have seen that such a pulselength corresponds 
to  the case where all the phases 4a are equal, so we have 
shown that a saturable dye locks the modes of a laser, 
and  the radiation consists of a family of pulses of length 
c /Av  separated  by 2L. 
The previous analysis assumed a homogeneously  broad- 
ened line for the  saturable absorber. The pulse-shortening 
effect of the  dye produces sidebands which transfer energy 
of a fixed phase throughout the whole laser line, in- 
dependent of the homogeneous or inhomogeneous line- 
width of the dye. Thus we expect that  the presence of 
inhomogeneous broadening should not greatly alter the 
mode-locking properties of the  saturable dye. 
It may be of interest  to  point  out that in  our analysis 
and in the relevant experiments, we  assume all the modes 
have nearly equal gain. In  this case, t'he saturable dye 
locks all the modes together. This is to be contrasted 
with  the tendency of a  sat'urable  dye to concentrate 
energy in  a single mode if this mode has a higher Q than 
any of the  other modes. This is the case  where a combina- 
tion of a  saturable  dye  and passive mode discrimination 
leads to single mode operation.'lZ1 
second pulses in a Nd : glass laser. 
EFFECT OF DYE Posmon- 
If the dye cell is placed at an arbitrary point within 
the  cavity, one must consider the possibility that instead 
of only  one light pulse within the cavity at  any one time, 
there now  can  be two which  meet at  the dye cell,  forming 
a standing wave of higher amplitude and, consequently, 
smaller relative  absorption. In  each  complete period, 
however, each light pulse must go through the dye cell 
once by itself, resulting in additional  absorption. We 
will show that  to first order the energy loss in the dye 
cell is the same  whether the light energy E consists of one 
or two pulses. To second order, however, the single pulse 
is slightly favored. 
Let us consider cases in which uaE and ST < 1, so 
the exponential  in (7) can  be  expanded in a  Taylor series. 
The number of photons absorbed  from a single pulse 
of E photons per em2 and  time T in  a complete round trip 
through the  cavity (two passes through  the cell)  is 
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+ +(uaE)2(1 - ST) + * 
When two pulses each of energy E/2  cross each other 
in the dye cell, they combine to form a standing wave 
so that  the photon  density  in the cell  becomes 2E/Lp sin2 lex 
instead of E/L,. The number of absorbed photons/cm' 
E,  for this crossing must be spatially averaged. The 
total energy absorbed in a complet'e round trip from the 
two pulses must also include two single passes in which E 
is replaced by B/2. This results in a  total energy absorp- 
tion of 
+ ++(qaEy(l - ST) + - * .I. (9) 
Comparison of (8) and (9) indicates that  to first order 
the  dye absorbs the same amount whether all  ight 
energy is concentrated into one pulse or is divided into 
two. To second order, a single pulse is slightly favored. 
When two families of pulses occur, it is clear from this 
analysis that they will  be separated in time by 2d/c 
where d is the distance of the  dye cell to  the end of the 
cavity.  These  results  are  in agreement with observations 
of deNIaria et al.[13' who find that when the dye cell is 
placed away from the end of the cavity it is usually 
somewhat more difficult to  obtain two familics of pulses 
than  to  obtain one. 
V7hen the  dye cell  is placed in the center of the cavity, 
the two pulses never have to go through the dye cell 
alone and , 
This is less than Eal as given by (8 )  so that pulses separated 
by L/c  rather  than 2L/c are clearly preferred. This agrees 
with experiments and  with the theoretical results of 
Statz  et  al.Igl If the  dye cell is considerably thicker than 
the length of the light pulses, however, t'he benefits of 
the high amplitude standing waves will be reduced by 
the fact that each pulse must travel part of the way 
through  the cell by itself. In  very  thick cells single pulse 
operation, i.e., pulse separation of 2L/c,  may result. 
DETERMINATION F PULSEWIDTH 
It has been  shown that  the energy loss in the absorber 
is a minimum if the pulselength is a minimum, but  that 
the absorber becomes relatively ineffective in selecting 
pulses shorter than the lifetime of its upper state. To 
determine the  steady-state pulselength, it is necessary to 
consider the conditions of steady-state oscillation of the 
laser as a whole. In  this case, the energy  loss in the dye 
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plus the linear cavity losses must  equal  the energy gain 
in the laser rod. Since the dye losses depend on pulse- 
length, this condition determines the steady-state pulse- 
length  as  a function of the energy per pulse. 
The amplification of the glass : Nd3' laser rod will 
not depend on pulselength since the shortest relaxation 
t,ime in the active levels is very much longer than the 
duration of the ultrashort pulses. Thus the laser rod 
responds only to the total energy in the light pulse. If 
the gain is unsaturated, the number of photons added 
to  a pulse of E photons  by  a  rod of length L, is L,N,a,E, 
where N ,  is the  initial inversion density of the Nd ions 
and a? is the cross section per ion. a,E - lop3 in the 
cases of interest. Using (8) for the absorber loss, DE 
for the cavity losses per pass, and the above Nd gain, 
the steady-state condition yields the following equation 
for the pulselength as  a function of energy: 
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The energy-dependent  term has  the form of 
linear loss - linear gain 
degree of dye  saturation 
The degree of dye  saturation u,E is roughly the number 
of photons  absorbed by  the dye per pass divided by  the 
number of dye molecules or Ea1/2N,L, [see (S)]. In  
typical cases, this is about 0.3. For (linear gain-linear 
loss) of about 0.2, ST - 1. In  the  Eastman 9740 reversible 
dye solution used with  Nd,  the spontaneous decay time 
is 2 X lo-'' seconds,"1' so that typical  steady-state 
pulselengths will  be the order of lo-'' seconds. It is 
interesting t o  note that the pulselength broadens with 
increasing energy. Conversely it narrows as the energy 
decreases, in agreement  with experimental observations.'" 
EFFECT OF DISPERSION 
It might  be  thought that  the large pulsewidths observed 
experimentally are due to dispersion of the refractive 
index in the laser rod. We shall show that a linearly 
dispersive medium  does not lengthen the individual pulses 
of a repetitive pulse train traversing it, to first order. 
The second-order  effect broadens the pulselength only 
a  part in W 4 .  
While  our previous analysis has  not discussed the 
phases of specific  modes under conditions other  than full 
mode-locking, it is very necessary in this case to study 
the behavior of individual modes. Consider a family of 
pulses similar to those expressed in ( 2 ) ,  traversing a 
medium whose refractive index  is a function of frequency. 
It is not necessary that  the pulses  be fully mode-locked. 
Since each of the frequency components of the pulse 
are equally spaced, the refractive index of the  uth com- 
ponent  can  be  written as 
an r c  
a m  L n = n o  + a- -  + +u 
In  that case, a pulse train can  be written  as 
E = COS ~ (Z - ct) mn,T L 
- sin - (Z - c t )  mn,r L 
where 
and 
From (12), it is  clear that  to first order in a, the linear 
dispersion merely increases the effective refractive index. 
To second order, however, the effect of the  term containing 
E is to broaden the pulse slightly. This broadening will 
be a part in which  is the order of magnitude of Ne 
in  the glass : Nd, where N is the number of modes com- 
prising the pulses. 
In the previous analysis, we assumed a pulse train 
of fixed frequency components was incident upon a dis- 
persive medium. The analysis could have been made 
assuming the resonant frequencies of the laser cavity 
are altered by the dispersion. The results of such a cal- 
culation give the same small amount of pulse broadening. 
In  any event, once the pulselength is  much  shorter than 
the  cavity length, it is not clear that  the  cavity resonance 
conditions are important, since there is little standing- 
wave character in  the  radiation. In  this case the mirrors 
merely  fold the optical path of the traveling pulse. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The behavior of a laser mode-locked with  a  saturable 
absorber has been analyzed  under  certain conditions. 
We have shown that a convenient description of the  cavity 
modes  is traveling pulses of light. We demonstrated that 
the nonlinear absorption of a  saturable  dye  tends  to lock 
the modes of a laser resulting in pulses of minimum  width 
Av-'. However, absorber loss does not depend strongly 
on the pulselength when the pulses are much shorter 
than  the spontaneous lifetime of the dye. Since this  time 
is lo-'' seconds in the Kodak dye, it may be necessary 
to find dyes with shLrter lifetimes to produce a single 
train of seconds  pulses from  Nd. 
We have shown that if the  saturable absorber is  localized 
at  a distance d from the end of the  cavity,  a biperiodic 
pulse train  may occur with pulses separated  by  a distance 
2d. 
Under  steady-state conditions, we have  shown that  the 
pulses have a width that depends on their energy. For 
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values of parameters corresponding to present experiments, 
we found that  the pulselength should increase somewhat 
as the energy increases and is the order of magnitude 
of 10-l’  seconds, in agreement  with observations. 
Finally, we have shown that dispersion of the refrac,tive 
index in the laser rod  does not broaden the mode-locked 
pulses to first order. 
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Correction 
Teiji Uchida,  author of the paper, “Dynamic  Behavior 
of Gas Lasers,’’ which appeared on  pages  7-16 of the 
January, 1967,  issue of this JOURNAL, has called the 
following to  the  attention of the  Editor. 
On page 9, only the left-hand side of (36) should be 
multiplied by 2 as follows: 2 -  Ab. 
